Chemicals • Consultancy • Equipment

TECO CHEMICALS

25 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
COMPANY PRESENTATION

TECO CHEMICALS is a specialized supplier of cleaning chemicals, tank cleaning solutions and test equipment for the maritime industry.

TECO CHEMICALS have been supplying reliable chemicals, equipment and services since 1994.

Our main object is:

*Minimize Turnaround Time and Optimize Flexibility*

To achieve this we focus on planning, knowledge and training combined with the right equipment and chemicals.

We believe that our know–how, personal service and good logistics combined with a dedicated staff are vital factors in today’s competitive shipping market.

...
MarClean is our own range of Marine and Offshore cleaning Chemicals. MarClean Chemicals were successfully introduced in 1994 as Soot and CPP cleaners for zinc, epoxy and Stainless Steel tanks. Today the MarClean range consists of highly concentrated, environmentally friendly products suitable for tankers and dry bulk vessels. We constantly evaluate our range of cleaning agents and are committed to develop cleaning solutions for the future.

TECO supply our products in more than 30 countries in all continents of the world. We ensure delivery of high quality, IMO approved chemicals at competitive prices from joint stocks and production facilities. This adds flexibility to our operation, and gives our clients better predictability in supply and planning of cleaning operations. As an example one of our concentrated products, MarClean SC covers an impressive range of cleaning requirements on a modern tanker or dry bulk vessel.

...
CHEMICALS & CLEANING

**TANKERS**
- Tank Cleaning Chemicals
- Equipment and Test kits
- Raw Material
- Labs items and equipment

**BULKERS**
- Hold Cleaning Chemicals
- Equipment and Test kits
- Submersible Pumps
- Personal Protection Kits
- Applicator Pumps
- High Pressure Machines
- Raw Material

**CRUISE**
- Scrubber (SOx) – NaOH, MgO
- SCR Catalyst (NOx) – UREA
- TECO Scrubber Coagulant & Flocculant
- TECO Defoamer
- TECO UV Clean
- BWTS Chemicals

**IMO 2020**
- Bunker Tank Cleaning Chemical
  - Scrubber (SOX) - NaOH
  - Scrubber (SOX) - Magnesium Oxide
  - SCR Catalyst (NOX) - UREA
  - BWTS Chemicals

**OTHER**
- Water Treatment Chemicals
- Fuel Treatment Chemicals
- Maintenance Chemicals
- Offshore – Chemicals for Rig Clean
- Supercargo Services

**CONTACT**
For more information visit:
WWW.TECOCHEMICALS.COM
or contact us:
CHEMICALS@TECO.NO

25th Anniversary
25 Years of Experience
IMO Manufacture
By combining our staff with a worldwide network of master mariners, chief officers, superintendents, surveyors, chemists, port captains and supercargoes, we are able to be of service where and whenever it is needed.

Increased trades of palmoil, softoil and biofuel give opportunities for more vessels to swoop in and out of these trades. New buildings are loading palmoils on the maiden voyage to cure the coating often with a crew used to only carrying CPP. Methanol and other high spec cargoes can also be a challenge.

A supercargo can and will make a difference, being pre-planning of cargo operation, tank cleaning and trouble shooting. Just by using their abilities to assess and monitor difficult situations and provide correct information make them a valuable asset to the companies they represent, being the owners, charterers, pool or commercial operator.
WHY TECO?

High Quality Products
Competitive Prices
IMO, MARPOL Coating & Manufacturer Approved
World Wide Distribution
Short Response and Lead Time
Dedicated Experienced Staff

After Cleaning with TECO
MarClean SC

After Cleaning with Similar Product
From Reputable Competitor
TECO CHEMICALS
WE SUPPLY IN MORE THAN 30 COUNTRIES

TECO CHEMICALS AS
chemicals@teco.no
Lysaker Torg 12
1366 Lysaker
Norway
Tel: +47 67 200 300

TECO MARITIME HOUSTON
chemicals@teco.no
3663 N. Sam Houston Parkway E.
Suite 600
Houston, TX 77032, USA
Tel: +1 281 770 4367

TECO MARITIME FAR EAST
chemicals@teco.no
8 Boon Lay Way
#07-01 Trade Hub 21
609964 Singapore
Tel: +65 67 777 052